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EXECUT~VIE SUMMARY 

Background 

Customers of Centra Gas Manitoba Inc ("Centra,,) are presently pa)j'BIT\g) ra~es r@ir Iliiawm! 

gas approved by the 8oam! to be effective from August 1, 1998 to Decemiber 3 ~ D 'Il ~9~. lrU1~ 

rates have continued since January 1 D 1999 pending an Applicatioo 1o)! CSIlii~ WIi' EWalrnl 

approval of 1999 rates. 

Centra's initial Application for 1999 rates proposed rate decreases mlr a~~ Cl.!stoM@r 

classes except those in the Mainline class for whom modest rate increases were ~roposrOO. 

Throug~ a series of amendments ro its Application, the resulting mts !1T\(:rsases to ~os~ 

customers in the High Vo!t.Jlme Furm, Mainline and Interruptible classes bSC8IMS sigrnifftC8int 

Customers in the SGS class and the LGS class would still receive rate Ireolucijons. 

The following table compares the rate impacts from existing bmeo1 IIcl1tes bs~®ell'l 

Centra's initial Application and Centra's revised Applicatiollii on the assumptiolJ'b ~a~ Cernir2l's 

1999 gas costs would be recovered from aU customer classes by the end off 19S5. 

Based ora Centra's February 8asedlcl!'\) CSfI'iltCm's !1fiJ~V 'il<Bp 

Cl!.!lstomerr Classes 
15, 1999 Application for new 1999 revD5~f1l A[pl/PlBU~~~O@ffil ff@rr 
!1'ates effective June 1, 1999 IrM~W I1'~OO~ @W~'\9'® J~3V 'il v 

'il®®® 
SGS (which includes most -8.9% to ~1a% -5.9% to -6.6% 
residential customers) 
LGS -9.8% to -13.5% -7.2% to -1 a.O% 
High Volume Firm -0.4% to -0.5% 16.8% to 21.4% 
Mainline 0.2% to 0.3% 15.0% to 18.40/0 
Interruptible -14.6% to -16.4% 34.5% to 38.8% 
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To moderate the rate impacts that Centra's revised Application would have on High 

Volume Firm, Mainline and Interruptible classes, Centra proposed to delay, until January 1, 

2000, the implementation of the rate riders that would recover the deferral account balances 

owing by these customer classes. The two primary factors that result in the significant 

differences in rate impacts to customers using high volumes of gas arm the proposed use of 

Class Weighted Average Cost of Gas ('WACOGj for calculating class responsibility for deferral 

account balances and the Increase In the forecast cost of natural gas due to market forces. 

Board Decisions 

1m this Oreler, the Board approved the forecast cost of gas for 1999 and provided 

directions to Centra to recalculate rates based on the Board's directives. 

The Board accepts the use of Class WACOG, as it is the correct methodology to be 

employed to calculate customer class responsibility for deferral account balances. However, to 

moderate the impacts that the conversion to Class WACOG has on high volume customers, rate 

riders to recover the balances owing to Centra, by these customers, are to be deferred and 

recovered between April 1. 2000 and December 31. 2001. This will allow the customers in 

these classes to budget and plan for the impacts that will result from the use of Class WACOG. 

For rate setting purposes the Board also approves $2.74/Gj as the 1999 unit cost of 

Western Canadian supplied gas. Consumers need to be aware that market volatility has driven 

the forecast average annual cost of gas from $2.20/Gj in August 1998, to $2.54/Gj in February 

1999; to $2.66/Gj in April 1999 and now to S2.74/Gj. This increase from $2.20/Gj to $2.74/Gj 

has resulted in an additional $28.3 million of gas costs to be recovered in 1999 rates. 

Consumers need also to be aware that current forecasts for annual average gas costs in the 

year 2000 are $3.04/Gj. Should this cost be sustained for 2000, residential customers will 

experience an annual increase in their year 2000 heating bills of approximately 4.5%. 

This Order also resolves the long-standing issues that have existed between various 

customer classes over responsibility for certain costs of Centra's expansions to new areas. The 
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annual cost impact of such expansions will now be offset by an acooisIl"2tsdl ammtn~aijoro of 

customer contributions in aid of construction so as to not adversely impact 2lny CUlsrom~1l" c~21mj 

through the allocation of the costs of expansions. A residential class (SGS) derei'1i~~ Ci\cxount 

that was created to hold! the financial consequences of past expansions is also olisp@seo1 o~ irn 

this order, in a manner consistent with the principles adopted by the 802m on this issue. 

In this ordlll}r, the Board alse specifies the carrying costs that Ctenn i$ peumitteo1 if} 

record on existing deferral accounts. and recover in rates from consumers. 

As a result of the directives in this Order, Centra is required to re-ca~cu~ate mew rates 

anal submit variolJs revised schedules to the Board. These new schedules wm indudl® II'aItes ~()) 

be effective July 1, 1999 and I!'ate impact tables for all customer classes. The l8@am wil! review 

Centra's filing of the requested information and the Board will then issue a fuilthell" Omer whicll 

will specify the rates to be charged rolf' aU customer classes effective JI.8~ 1, 11999. The m~~ 

impacts resulting from this Order wm not be known with certainty until Centra fBles nts revised 

information. However, based on the latest information filed, residentiaO customsIT's, in the SGS 

class, may receive rate decreases of approximately 5% and ClIlstomers ilJ'1l tine lGS class ma)! 

receive rate decreases of approximately 6%. 

Clilstomers in the higher volume rate classes, who purchase their gas from Centra, will 

experience rate increases that have beelrll moderated by the delay, until April 1, 2000, o~ the rats 

rider portion of their billed rates. Effective July 1, 1999 customers in the High Volume Firm 

class may receive rate increases of approximately 1 % %, while the rate increase for customers 

in the Mainline class may be apprOximately 3%. The increase in rates to the interruptible 

customer may be approximately 12%. 
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The Board cautions the mader that the final rates and the rate impacts will be set out in 

the Order the Board issues in response to the information Central is now required to file. That 

subsequent Order is expected to be issued within two weeks. 
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Centra last appeared before the Board on a General Rate Application in the spring of 1998, 

and Board Order 79/98 was issued as a result of that public hearing. As a result of Order 

19198, Centra calculated its approved revenue requirement and resulting rates which were 

approved in Order 104198. 

Order 104/98 approved the billed rates for all gas consumed on and after August 1, 1998. 

The approved billed rates had two components - a base rate and! "rate ridersD
• The base 

rate included $2.20/Gigajoule ("Gj") as the average 1998 annual Western Canadian cost of 

gas. The rate riders were to dispose of the balances of various gas cost and other deferral 

accounts. The rate riders were to expire on December 31, 1998. 

However, on December 8, 1998, Centra requested the Board to approve the continuation of 

the existing billed rates beyond December 31,1998. At that time Centra indicated that, while 

the existing rate riders were due to expire on December 31. 1998 the estimated 1999 

commodity cost of gas sourced from Westem Canadian had increased to $2. 56/Gj. In 

essence, it was suggested that while a certain set of rate riders were due to expire, certain 

new rate riders were required, and the base rates would have to be increased because of the 

increase in the commodity cost of gas. Rather than have rate riders come off and new ones 

go on, and rather than adjusting the base rate, Centra proposed the billed rates in Order 

104/98 continue until the Board held a full public review and set billed rates in 1999 and allow 

for a true-up of costs at that time. 

In Order 165198, the Board ordered that effective for all gas consumed on and after January 

1, 1999 and until the public review of 1999 gas costs, the billed rates from Order 104/98 were 

to remain in effect. 

In its initial Application, Centra requested that the issue involving the treatment of system 

expansions costs be deferred until the 1999/2000 General Rate Application which was 

-' 
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tentatively scheduled for the fall of 1999. Subsequently, the Board advised Cen~ to d~2~ 

with this matter at this public hearing and Centra amended uts Application to mquest ~ 

permanent solution. 

Additionally, in a letter dated March 3, 1999 CentIra informed the Board) that. du&iU'\~ tl1~ 

course of calculating proposed 1999 rate riders, Centra discovered that the USel of Class 

Weighted Average Cost of Gas ("\NACOGj rather than overall or System WACOG wou!o1 

significantly alter the previously calculated consumer rate impacts. Centra initi;ml~ mOJ~~$tsdl 

that this matter not be dealt with until the next GRA. but the Board directed! that this matter 

also be ~ealt with at this public hearing. 

Centra updated several aspects of its Application on April 14 and May 14, 1999 indooong) Ilhs 

forecast average annual commodity cost of gas from Western Canadian sl.!lp~lies. Th@ 

proposed! Rate Impacts, by customer class as a result of the Application and \U'\® su!QlseOJuell'l~ 

revisions are as follows; 
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Rate Impacts of Cenn's Applications for Billed Rates (including Rate Riders) from 
July 1, 1999 to December 31.1999 compared to Existing Billed Rates from Order 104198 

which embedded $2.20/Gj as the Western Canadian average commodity price 

Bas~don Based on Based IOn Centra's 
Centra's Feb. Centra's May 14199 

15199 Application Apr. 14199 Revised 
CI $2.541Gj Llsin~ Revised Application @ 
System WACOG Application @ $2.741Gj using 

$2.661Gj using Class WACOG2 

Class WACOO'l 
SGS Class (which 
indudes residential -8.9% to -10% -1.6% to-8.1% -5.9% to -0.6% 
customers) 

LGS -9.8% to -13.5% -9.1% to -13.0% -7.2% to - 10. 
High Volume Firm -0.4% to -0.5% +14.3% to 18.0%1 +16.8% to +21.4%1 
Mainline +0.2% to +0.3% +12.4% to +15.1 % 1 +15.0% to 18.4%1 
Interruptible -14.6% to -16.4 +30.1% to +33% 1 +34.5% to +38.8% 1 

Notes: 

To moderate the rate Impact on the Interruptible Class, Mainline and High Volume Finn 
Classes, Centra proposed to implement the rate increase in two stages. Details of Centra's 
proposal are contained in this Order. 

z Centra's Application on February 15, 1999 sought new billed rates effective June 1, 1999. 
Subsequent amendments sought new billed rates effective July 1, 1999. 

A public hearing was held in Winnipeg on April 19 and April 20, 1999 and from May 11 to 

May 20, 1999. 
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Based on the initial February 15, 1999 filing and the subsequent amMdme!1\~. Cefi1~'~ 

Application seeks Board approval of: 

1. 1998 Gas Costs 

2. 1998 Capacity Management revenues 

3. 1998 Purchased Gas Variance Account (PGVA) 

4. 11998 Price Management Activities not previously reviewed in Orolelr 19198 

5. 1998 and Prior Deferral Account Residual Balances 

6. Fomcast 1999 Gas' Costs and 1999 Capacity Management Revell1ues 

1. The allocation of costs from rural expansions 

8. The use of Class Weighted Average Cost of Gas foil" the calculatioi"b of th® moo\i'@1i)J oJ 
deferral account balances 

9. 1999 Rates Including Billed Rates for· SGS and LGS Customer Classes; anoJ Jul)f i 
Base Rates for High Volume Firm, Mainline and lnterruptible Customer C~as$e$; ~rndl 
Deferring the impact of the use of Class WACOG for higher volume customers 1.81i1~~ 
January 1, 2000 

10. An interim process for the disposition of the estimated balances in the 1999 PGVA 

11. Interim ex-parte Order 65/98 1 on a final basis. 

6.1 11998 Cost of Gas 

Rates billed to consumers are initially based on forecast costs, including the Worr&casi cost o~ 

gas. To the extent that the forecast costs of gas differ from actual costs of ga~, an amoul1lt 

will accrue in the Purchased Gas Variance Account (PGVA). The PG'JA DallaU1CSl is 

recovered or refundedl by way of a rate rider in subsequent billed rates. 

The 1998 rates were based on a forecast cost of gas of $191.95 million whereas the actual 

cost of gas for 1998 was $1n.35 million. Most of the difference in costs between the 
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forecast and the actual amounts is attributed to decreased supply costs as a result of 

reductions in both volume and price . 

. The components of the cost of gas, and the comparison between actual and forecast costs, 

are as follows: 

Supply Component Costs 1998 Actual CGsts 1998 Estimated 
J$ Million) ($ Million) 

Fixed PipelinelStorage Demand 41.40 46.12 

Variable Transportation 5.07 6.81 

Supply: 99.92 108.06 Western Canadian 0.76 3.18 
Oklahoma 22.76 25.16 Storage Withdrawals 0.09 0.10 Other Peaking 

Other Miscellaneous Charges 1.35 1.30 

Tetal 171.35 191.95 

The variances are due to the following: 

III Fixed pipeline and storage costs were greater than estimated due to an increase in U.S. 

exchange rates and a change in the tolling structure for GLGT Pipelines, partially offset 

by lower ANR fIXed costs. Variable transportation costs were also influenced by the 

change in the GLGT tolling structure and lower compressor fuel costs; 

o Supply costs were approximately $10.6 million less than forecast because of lower load 

requirements due to mild winter weather and a lower Western Canadian price The 1998 

average unit price for Western Canadian supply was $2.164/Gj. compared to the forecast 

of $2.20/Gj; 

~ Supply from Oklahoma was used very little in 1998 because of relatively high U.S. prices 

and the mild Manitoba winter; 
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o Mild winter weather and lower prices also resulted ill'll reduced costs of stOIF'~~@ 

withdrawals and other peaking supply; 

() Miscellaneous charges included approximately $1.5 million in TCPL ~~I®ficifi191 1®®~. 

compared to an estimated $1.3 million. This increase was offset by variOJUls ~djLnsmn®!J1~ 

made throughout 1998. Further negotiations are planned to onvsstOg2t® toCPOOli1ij~~ 

synergies in this matter, now that TCPL also has an ANR storage a~ngsment in pl~oo. 

~.2 . 1998 Capacity Management Revenues 

When Centra does not utilize its pipeline capacity and/or its supply contracts to ~mviQl® QJ~s 

to its mtepsyerrs. Centra enters into profitable capacity management tmnsaldio(f\~. &l® 

proceeds of which are used to lower the gas costs for all ratepayers. 

The A.ugust 1, 1998 billed rates contained a rate rider which was ontendecl m refund! m 
Centra's customers capacity management revenues forecast in the amount of $3,000,000, 

plus carrying costs. Actual total net 1998 capacity management revenues, illlc!udlilTb9J 11998 

carrying costs was $2,834,363 including:. 

I1j $2,062,348 for sales, primarily at Empress, Alberta when Alberta spot m~&"ket priOO5 

were substantially above the price at which Centra purchased gas from TmnSCallilaol21 

Gas Services under the long term contract. Centra was able to sen its supplies in 

excess of the Manitoba market requirements at a profit in the spot market; 

o $403,563 from Centra's sale of pipeline capacity, and of the ANR capadt)j it h~s in the 

United States which it held, but did not need for its ratepayers; and 

III $368,453 from exchanges Centra made throughout the winter months. 
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Centra submitted that although the total capacity management revenues were less than 

estimated. they were favourable when viewed in the context of the market that existed in 

1998 and into 1999. The mild winter which resulted in large post season storage inventories 

and prospect of a La Nina summer all affected the natural gas markel Additionally, the 

Alberta market pricing relative to NYMEX was strong. wih a corresponding reduction in the 

AECO/NYMEX Basis Differential. which had a marked effect on transactions that were 

profitable to Centra. 

6.3 1998 Purchase Gas Variance Account ("PGVAJP
) 

The residual bals.nee of the 1998 PGVA. owing to Centra, is $1.998.637 plus the 1998 

carrying costs of $77,614. The total of $2,076,284 excludes any price management impacts 

which were recorciled in a separate deferral account 

The Inflows to the 1998 PGVA (excluding 1998 price management impacts) totalled 

$177,354,480, and were $14,593,528 less than the amount forecast and approved for the 

1998 Test Year. Centra attributed the variance in the inflows to the following seven reasons: 

1. TCPL Firm Service and Storage Transportation Service demand costs were $83,025 

iess than estimated due to an unanticipated toll reduction. 

2. ANR Pipelines and GlGT Pipeline and storage demand costs were $761.056 higher 

because of a decrease of $1,139,239 related to the change in tolling structure from 

fixed to variable by ANR. offset by an increase for GLGT of $1,471.834. also related 

to a tolling structure change. Additionally, exchange rates were higher by $428,461. 

3. TCPL variable transportation and backhaul charges decreased by $17,049 due to 

lower than estimated throughput on the system. 
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4. ANR and GLGT pipeline and storage variable costs were $~,92i.514 less tnm 

forecast due to change in tolling structure, reduced backhaul volumes ~tAS® OI~ 

milder weather. and decreased compressor fuel use, offset partially by lP~rk ~rnQ'J ICJJM 

charges to balance. daily receipts. 

5. TCPl compressor ruel use was higher by an amount of $110,879 bec~lI..!se o~ U1iQlhsr 

than forecast fuel ratios. 

6. The most significant variance from the forecast gas costs WSlS the cost off SI.D~p'!)7 

which was $8,138,548 less than forecast for Western Canadian suppiy. This ~s ~U® 

to lower unit costs for gas and lower throughput volumes. Cantua Umitoo its LnS® olf 

Oklahoma supply because of mild weather, with a resulting variance cpV $2A21.8SJ~. 

For similar reasons, storage withdrawals were $3,003,968 less than rorecalst Central 

utilized Delivered Service in the shoulder months of April, May and October when 

storage was not available and market requirements exceeded lJ"CPl. fiU'm C2pa\ci~. 

resulting in additional costs of $195.968. 

1. MiscellaneoUis cost variances including TCPL balancing charges. imbalance 

estimates, some TCPL credits, and prior month adjustments resulted in actual costs 

being lower by $189,580 during the course of the year. 

Outflows from the 1998 PGVA were $16.590,372 less than forecast, all due to the lower t!na\~ 

estimated volume throughputs which was due to the milder than normal weather in i\!Ia\lnitoba. 
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6.4 Price Management Activities not previously reviewed in Order 19198 

Centra categorized its 1998 price management activities as involving either passive hedging 

transactions or transactions to offset positions carried over from 1991 price management 

activities. 

The passive hedging program established targets of $2.4S/mmbtu for the upper band and 

$1.901mmbtu for the lower band, based on the six-month market striP. for the first quarter of 

1998. Two trigger points were set below the upper band; at $2.381mmbtu and $2.33/mmbtu 

to allow Centra to scale into positions as necessary. During the first quarter the market was 

trading between the upper and the lower target and Centra allowed the price to floal 

The passive hedging plan called for the purchase of price caps with a strike price of $0.20 

above the target if the market for the sixomonth strip closed above each successive trigger 

point The first price cap on the six-month strip would be purchased for 116 of the minimum 

year volumes. This approach allowed Centra to scale into pOSition and would ultimately 

provide upper price protection for one half of the minimum year volumes if the price closed 

above each successive trigger point This plan. approved by Centra's Gas Supply 

Committee on December 23, 1997, required that the targets be reviewed on a quarterty 

basis. 

Price caps were purchased on three different occasions in the first quarter after several 

quotations were obtained. These caps effectively provided upward price insurance on one 

half of the minimum year volumes for the balance of the gas year and accounted fOIr 5 of the 

52 trades performed by Centra in 1998. 

Centra reviewed the quarterly targets on April 1, 1998 and established a new upper hedge 

target of $2.331mmbtu for the upper band and $1.95/mmbtu for the lower band. The six

month strip was then already trading above upper band hedge target. Because one half of 

the minimum year volumes had already been hedged and prices were expected tQJ drop, the 
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Gas Supply Committee endorsed the proposal to monitor the market but to mks !l1@ fu&1h~r 

action unless the lower hedge targets were triggered. The market remained! mI2ijv@~)J 1ft~~ ~(lw' 

the second quarter and Centra did not engage in any further passive hedgill'!lQl. 

On receipt of Order 79198 on June 19, 1998, Centra terminated its agreement wiful EIn~a'lg® 

Energy for the provision of price management activities and! thereby effeaavel}f ~errmo~~~oo it5 

passive hedging. Centra decided it would only further react if a signifiCSlnt MMg)9 ifriJ the 

market occurred, as Centra was satisfied that it had already sufficient protectioll'b ifor UJ~W2lf'ol 

pricing volatiiity. 

Centra decided to unwind the remaining 1997 positions that carried over into i 998D re!~t~ol m 
the Basis Hedge and the Dynamic program, and to IIbalance its book'" of traru;adDcli1s. Tc» dl~ 

so tequired Centra to enter Into further transactions to mitigate the potenti81~ IrM\~SJ~th!@ 

consequences of all existing price management contracts to the extent reasonab~ pmctl~t 

The nature, size and complexity of a particular transaction and the liquidity IOf W'bel rei~\?®li1t 

market made some of these transactions difficult to achieve. The trans~aiol1l$ welf'S 

categorized as being either Basis positions, Collars, Puts, CGPR SWaps, or NlYMEX Swaps. 

The process of offsetting these transactions was done in an orderly fashion, with t.n@$S 

transactions carrying the greatest potential risk being offset first 

The 1998 price management results filed at the 1998 General Rate Application ("GRA") welf'e 

based on actual results for 1997, and the actual results for the first three months 011998 with 

the remainder being forecast for 1998. 

The estimated 1998 price management activity impacts at the 1998 GRA was $28,464,004. 

The final actual price management impact for 1998 is $36.037.525. The difference o~ 

$7,573,431 was not explicitly reviewed and examined in the 1998 GRA. Although Centr81 is 

of the view that the entire incremental price management cost of $1,573,471 was prudently 

incurred, it is only requesting Board approval for the recovery of $4,101,426 to be includeoJ in 

-
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rates which Centra calculated in accordance with the Board's directives in Order 79198 as 

follows: 

Incremental 1998 ftncremental1998 Amount sought 

Price Price 
Centra's by Centra to be 

Management Management 
Proposed included in 1999 

Impacts Amounts Treatment Rates 

Basis Hedging $1.175611 Disallow 100% 0 
Dynamic Tradina $2.504858 DisallQw 50% $1252.429 
Price Cap $1,519,882 Allow 100% $1,519,882 
Premiums 
Sub-T@tal $5,200.411 $2,712.311 
8uy15ell 
Impact/Adjustment $2,373020 Allow $1.329.111 $1,329,111 
Total Incremental 
1998 PM impact $7.513.431 $4.101,428 

Centra requested that It be allowed to record and recover, until the date of Board Order 79/98 

June, 1998, carrying costs on all 1997 and 1998 price management losses disallowed by the 

Board, on the basis that Order 79198 specifically disallowed the approximate amount Of 

$27.25 Million, and did not specify any further disallowance for associated canyil'1lgs costs. 

Centra calculated its carrying cost for 1997 and 1998 at the allowed overall rate of retum 

(8.893%) grossed up to account for tax impacts. Centra contended that, because it had to 

fund the deferral account balances by a combination of debt and equity, grossing up the 

overall rate of retum was appropriate. The resulting carrying cost rate used by Centra is 

12.061%. 

Centra also submitted that, because the amounts of the deferral accounts are still above 

historical levels~ the Board decision in 103198 should also apply to this Application, as 

circumstances had not changed significantly and carrying costs should be at the grossed-up 

overall rate of retum. 
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In Order 92191, the Board authorized Centra's recovery of various 1991 gas: OO$~ Q1®~~Mf~! 

accounts through an interim rate rider, which was to be in place in 199ft This mm OO~~ W~~ 

replaced by a final rate rider, from Order 79/00. to recover the final 1991 ya~rr 0001 b~lmoo~ 

of the 1991 PGVA (including the Board approved price management impads roll' 1S9n ~nQ) 

various other 1991 gas cost deferral accounts over the remaining months of 199B. 

The rate riders which were in effect during 1998 were volumetrically based, ~nol olu@ i@ ~® 

warm weather. were not fully recovered! due to the lower than norma~ voiume tfrIml1J~rn~t!~. 

The 1998 year end balance of these deferred! accounts from previous yearn ~~ ea\!rui~woJ 

by Centra to be $2,116,111 owing to Centra. 

'U 998 Heating Value Deferral Account 

The 1998 Heating Value Deferral Account captured the volume impacts due to the varnatOcn 

in actual gas heating values from a base heat level that is embedded in approved miss. Th~ 

net result for 1999 is a credit to customers of $67,751 (including carrying costs). 

11998 Rate Change Deferred Account 

The rate rider to capture the impact of the January 1, 1998 to August 1, 1998 dela)? in 

implementation of rates under recovered $569,626, an amount now owing to Centra, o1ua ~Q 

lower throughput volumes which are due to the warmer than normal weather. 

The following summarizes the 1997 residual balances and 1998 balances; of defsrral 

accounts. including the 1998 PGVA (which for purposes of this table, includes allowed 1 9S8 

price management results and also requested incremental 1998 price management 

results).The carrying costs calculated by Centra are included fOr 1998 and 1900. The 
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forecast capacity management revenues are also included to arrive at the amount of 

$21,433,482 which Centra seeks to recover from its customers by way of rate riders. 

Centra 
Balance to be 1999 Carrying Proposed 

Recovered Costs Recovery in 
1999 Rates 

1997 Residual 
Balances of Deferral 
Accounts $2116,1n $156.071 $28721248 
1998 PGVA $18;834,870 $195.551 $19,030521 
1998 Rate Change 
Deferral Account $569626 $32,731 $602357 
1998 Heating Value 
Deferral Account ($61,151) ($3,893) ($71.644) 
Forecast 1999 
Capacity Management 
Account 1$1000 000) NlA ($1,000,000) 

$21,052.922 $380,-560 $21,433,482 

6.6 1999 Cost of Gas and 1999 Capacity Management Revenues 

In this Application. Centra has included its latest forecast of the 1999 annual unit price for 

Westem Canadian supplied gas. The following chart highlights the recent volatility in the 

cost of gas. 

Average Annual Price of 
Total Gas Costs Date of Forecast by Centra Western Canadian 

(Millions) Sourced Gas $IGj 
Aug. 1/98 (embedded in Rate 
Order 104198) $2.20 $191.9 
Jan. 25199 forecast for 1999 $2.54 $208.5 
Apr. 5/99 forecast for 1999 $2.66 $215.0 
May 10/99 forecast for 1999 $2.14 $220.3 
May 10199 forecast for 2000 $3.04 N/A 

Centra's most recent forecast for 1999 gas costs was based on forward price curves as of 

May 10, 1999, which projected an average annual unit price for Western Canadian supply of 
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$2.141Gj. Centra's estimated 1999 gas costs reflected the TeGS supply oonirB\~ wi~ it!,s 

same terms and conditions as were in pi ace on November 1. 1998. Other e!s~nw @~ 

Centra's proposed supply portfolio for 1999 remain unchanged from 1998. 1998 2pp[rCi)\f~oJ 

normalized test year volumes were used to estimate gas costs for 1999. 

This new cost of gas is $28,348,100 more than is cuSTently recovemd in tn(l} b2S@ ~~I~s mw~ 

to consumers. To anive at its most current forecast 

Q Centra proposes to continue to utilize Westem Canadian spot purchases as requi[i'~ 

during the winter months, and has assumed that Broker supply will be 50% o~ s)j'st~1l1I'il 

supply from Westem Canada. 

o Oklahoma supply cost is based on NYMEX forward price culNes. whU~ s~omg]s 

withdrawals for January to March are based on the October 1991 inventoU)f v21lue o~ 

$2.241Gj and $2.621Gj for October and November withdrawals to IJ'ecognize tl'Ie higher 

cost of replacement volumes in the summer of 1999. 

o Centra has again estimated a small amount of U.S based incrementa! psaknrn9J gal~ 

supply priced at NYMEX forward price curves and a $0.30 USlmmbtu Basis Differential. 

[) Pipeline demand levels and storage service charges in Canada and! in the US ~m 

unchanged from TCPL tolls in effect on November 1, 1998 and are not expected to 

change signifICantly during 1999. 

III TCPl balancing fees have been reduced from $1,500,000 in 1998 to $520,000 for 1999 

to reflect the steps recently taken by Centra to mitigate the nominationireceilPt 

imbalances. 
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III ANR costs are based on ANR's proposed tolling structure through to March 2000. and 

are estimated to cost $14.3 Million U.S., less than the agreed to price cap of $14.1 

Million US. GLGT costs are based on tolls which became effective in November 1998. 

• Centra has also included a $90,000 credit to the 1999 gas costs to reflect an anticipated 

credit from TCPL arising out of a National Energy Board ordered refund related to TCPL 

requested relocation costs. 

u US exchange rates used to estimate 1999 gas costs have been estimated by the 

Westcoast Treasury Department at 1.5404 for the first quarter, then falling slightly to 

1.5034 in the fourth quarter. 

Centra has also included an estimated amount of 51,000,000 for 1999 capacity 

management revenues, and has reflected this amount in its calculation of 1999 required 

revenues. 

6.7 Allocation of Costs from Rural Expansions 

As directed by the Board, Centra included a proposed final resolution of the allocation of 

costs from Nral expansion projects, to the various customer classes. In short. the issue is 

that .customer classes, not included in new expansion areas, bear a portion of all expansion

related costs, in accordance with the approved cost allocation methodology. However, if only 

SGS and LGS customer classes are attached in these new expansion areas, all revenues 

are allocated only to these classes. This circumstance creates upward pressure on costs 

allocated to the other customer classes - Mainline, High Volume Firm and Special Contract -

with higher rates resulting. For customer classes which are included in the expansion 

projects (i.e. SGS and LGS) there is downward rate pressure. However, on an overall basis 

for these expansion projects, the Board's feasibility test is satisfied because revenues and 

contributions to the construction of the project are sufficient to cover the costs of the project 
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as determined by the 30 year net present value (NPV) test, with revenues sx~Ci1irn~ OO~~ 

by the fifth year. 

The primary factor contributing to the solvsns impacts on the customsif' classes li10t ftlndlJdlsol 

in the exparasion is the asymmetry betw'een the feasibility test and the cost a1Uo~ijOIn mod®L 

The feasibility test is a 3D-year NPV calculation, whereas the cost ~1I@~~oO'il Moo1@~ 

encompasses only One year. As well, the cost allocation mode! compares !ooth OOSu) ®li'ldJ 

revenues by customer class, while the feasibility test does not 

Centra engaged the services of cost allocation experts, Resource Management intemaltiornal. 

to propose a permanent solution to this problem. Centra also held meetings with ii1mli'®~oo 

parties OV61f' the course of the past year to> attempt to reach a consensus. BaseO] 00 tIIes® 

discussiOns, Centra is proposing to utilize a multi-step process with the ftrst ste~ bainS) tQl 

determine a base ~evel of revenue requirement for each customsII' ciass, exducling SIi1)J 

expansion program. The second step is to petrform a second cost allocation b)J CUmOM@1l" 

class, which will include all U'Svenues and costs from the expansion pmgl!"2m. The diffsl1'euu;:a 

in the two models will represent the impacts of expansion on each customer d2\s$. C@Ii1Ual 

then proposes to utilize additional amortization of customer contributions ii"!! aid elf 

construction and to apportion this amount to each customer class such thst the Revenue-to

Cost (RIC) ratio of each class is 1.00 for each of the first five years. The revenue sufficienC)J 

or deficiency of each class will total the required amount of the additiona~ amorti~ation oV 

contributions in aid of construction. Once the RIC ratios reach 1.00 in tine fifth )fear, the drBlW 

down will be discontinued and the reallocation will be held constant from that year fOiWarQ1 

until the contributions in aid of construction have been fully amortized. 

To quantify the magnitude of the required additional amortization, Centra performoo an 

analysis. by determining the customer class impacts from its 1998 Southwest Maniiob2\ rural 

expansion project and its proposed 1999 expansions in Ste. Anne, East Portage, H~mo\ler. 

Tache and the Interlake. On a combined basis, the RIC ratios of these expansions will bs 

less than 1.00 until the year 2001. In 2002 and beyond these projects win genernte a nei 

benefit to Centra's customers. The capital costs of these projects are approximately $40 
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mmion with SOMe $39 million in contributions. The annual revenue requirement in 1998 is 

about $1.5 million for the Southwest projects and $1.2 mimon in 1999 for the other expansion 

programs. 

Applying Centra's proposed solution would require an acceleration of the amortization of 

contributions in aid of construction by $461.606 in 1999, $75,0,00 in 2000 and $28.739 in 

2001. This additional amortization would be allocated in a manner such that the RIC ratios 

for each year are 1.00 for each customer class as well as on an overall basis. The amount of 

amortization calculated for 2002 would continue until the contributions are fully amortized, 

perhaps by year 21 or 28 of the 30 year horizon. The average annual amortization without 

accelerations WOuld have been approximately $1.000,000. which assists in demonstrating 

the proposal has little overall impact. Because of other factors, namely tax effect and return 

on rate base, an accelerated contribution of $461,000, for example, generates $828,410 in 

additional revenue. Centra testified that over the 30 years it would earn no more than the 

allowed rate of retum, but because of the accelerated amortization, could earn more absolute 

dollars. 

During the hearing, Simplot suggested, and Centra agreed to, a further step in the process in 

order to ensure that the impacts based on estimated costs and revenues were reviewed once 

the majority of a project had been completed. This review would require a recalculation of 

the required amortization draw down and class reallocation based on actual numbers. The 

suggestion was that this recalculation occurs only once, after the project has been 

substantially completed, which would normally be one or two years after construction of the 

expansion program. 

During the hearing Centra also proposed to adopt the modification, as suggested by 

CACIMSOS, related to the disposal of the SGS deferral account balance. This modification 

would result in Centra recovering a deferral account balance, as if the Class WACOG 

proposal had been adopted by the initial Board imposed deadline of August 31, 1998. The 
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remaining funds would be recovered by further accelerating and reallocating ths CUl$~Om~r 

contribution amortizations. 

S.B The Use of Class Weighted Average Cost of GasU("WACOGPJ~ f@1f' tlTl!~ ~~~~Ql}O®.\'IB@f1'll 
of the Recovery of Deferral Amount Balances 

Priorto 1998 Centra used system WACOG for intemal reporting purposes and t@ ~!!o~f® ~® 

balances of the PGVA and other deferra~ accounts to the various customeli' classes. 

At the 1998 GRA, Centra proposed to use class WACOG only for intemall r'Sporoll1g) M8!t1csrs. 

At that time Centra indicated that this change would have no impact 00 thie C2iQ.b~atl~:m 01 fu~ 

reference price, actual gas costs or rates. In Order 79198, the Boam o1iredcedl Coon ..... m 

explliUn in detail why the change does net impact the allocation of thesIS costs ~(nldl hoW' ~® 

proposed rates property recover the allocated costs." 

Centra originally submitted this Application using system WACOG to calculate r2t~ llio1sB"S a\!I\o1 

the impact: of billed rates on the various customer classes. \Nhile prepariiTllgj its Applocation, 

Centra determined that the use of class WACOG would significantly affect the aUocaijoi'il 0.1 

the PGVA and other deferral accounts and the calculation of rate riders. Cenn immooiatel~ 

informed the Board of this situation. Although Centra had initially suggested this matter not 

be dealt with untU the next GRA, the Board directed Centra to bring this matter and Centra's; 

position on the issue forward for consideration at this hearing. The Board also dirs~oo 

Centra to notify all of the Intervenors of record, and all High Volume Full'm, Mainiine anel 

Interruptible customers of Centra's proposal and to detail the impacts on the va\riOtJ$ 

customer classes which would result if Centra's proposal was to be approvoo. A~ al 

consequence, Centra amended its Application to request Board approval of the lDse of cla$£ 

WACOG. Centra also recalculated the customer rate impacts on the basis of using Class 

WACOGs. 

-
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The impact on the change from system WACOG to class WACOG. in billed rates to 

consumers, is significant. particuiar1y to the High Volume Firm, Mainline and Interruptible 

Classes and is shown in the following tabla. 

SGS 
LGS 
HVF 
Mainline 
InterruptIble 

Rate ~mpacts of Centra's Applications using Class WACOG 

and System WACOG 

Using System WACOG Using Class WACOG 
-2.29% to --2.4% -5.7% to -6.4% 
-3.5% to -4.8% -7.0% to-S.1% 

+1.29% to +9.2% +16.2% to +20.7% 
+1.1% to +9.5% +13.9% to +11.1% 
-4.2% to -4.9~ +32.6% to +36.7% 

Note: These rate impacts assume a cost of gas of 2.741Gj and a 7 month Il"Bte rider for all classes 
starting June 1. 1999. The rate Impacts January 1. 2000 are excluded. 

In explaining the detailed reasons for such impacts Centra reviewed the operation of the 

PGVA. The PGVA mechanism involves the detennination of the gas cost inflows and the 

outflows. The inflows represent all the actual cost of gas consumed by Centra's customers in 

any given year, and include commodity costs and variable and fIXed transportation costs. 

These costs are recorded in the PGVA as they occur. The outflows represent the aggregate 

amount removed from the PGVA as each unit of gas is consumed by customers. 

Under the current system, Centra inputs the acrual annual gas costs into its cost allocation 

model, once these costs are known. Centra also incorporates actual volumes, number of 

customers and revised allocation factors into the model. The model output shows what 

actual gas costs each customer class should have paid for the year. The actual gas costs 

which the customers, as a class, actually did pay for that year is calculated by multiplying 

actual volumes by the system WACOG. The difference between what was paid and what 

should have been paid Is used to allocate the ending PGVA balance to each customer class. 

Currently. this results in either an overstatement or understatement of what the customer 

class actually paid as the calculation does not recognize the difference between class and 

system WACOG. 
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Centra's proposal is that as a customer consumes a unit of gas, the 2ppropri~~fj) ~dru~~ 

amount is recorded as a reductiOn in the PGVA and charged to the Coslt off G~$ C!J1f'\) ~~ 

financial statement. Actual gas costs will be different than the forecast,· 2nd! this wm ~~~V@ ~ 
balance to be recovered from, or refunded to the customers in the future whSIIil it!@ BClJa1ro 

approves disposal of the PGVA balance. The amount the customer should halve p~Ddl wm [a,® 

known, because actual gas costs will be recorded to the appropriate customelf' e!ial$~. Th® 

amount the customer should have paid win be calculated by multiplying th~ aerualU VCIJ~tnM®$ 

by the cost of gas embedded in their sales rates, which is the Class WACOO. 

The following table compares the Impacts of Centra's February 12, 1999 filil/l~. Q.!lsill1g) S~si®m 

WACQG, with the impacts of Centra's March 2, 1999 revision, using Class WACOG ~~rr ~~ 

disposition of the deferral accounts. 

Customer CUass 
System Class 

[j)!ifJ®fl®[f\)©® 
WACOG WACOG 

SGS $13776,251 $ 10,441,701 $ 3,328\.5~ 
LGS-Sales 1~980816 a,scs 382 1.61~A~ 
LGS - Sales & T 492469 13,949 4i~,@2~ 

HVF -Sales 385,937 1,186,621 {SOO,SSO} 
HVF - Sales & T 12,232 6,650 5-,-5~2 
Mainline - Sales 155,054 495,174 {MO, i20~ 
Mainline - Sales & T 7,941 11.291 (3,~} 

Interruptible - Sales {3082,001} 1208859 {4,290,800} 
Interruptible - Sales & T 8,615 2194 6Aa~ 
Special Contract 31,481 30,339 ~,~42 

SUB-TOTAL· $ 19,168,866 $ 19,768,866 $@.lQ)@ 

Conection of 1991 
Deferral Account Tax $1,664,615 $1,664,615 
Cred9t 

TOTAL $21,433--,-482' $21,433,482 

1 (Note: excluding SGS Deferral account related to allocation of rural expansion costs} 
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6.9 1999 Rates Including BlUed Rates for 50S and lGS Customer Classes; July 1 
Base Rates for High Volume Firm, Mainline and Interruptible Customer ClaSHs; 
and Deferring the Impact of the use of Class WACOG fer Higher Volume 
Customer until January 1. 2000 Rates 

Centra has used its approved cost allocation model to determine the amount of required 

revenue for 1999 from each customer dass, using the 1998 approved number of customers 

and nonnalized volumes. The existing rate structure remains unchanged for each customer 

class. Assuming normal weather, the proposed base rates will generate revenues of 

$220,296,100 which includes the most recent gas cost forecast for Westem Canadian supply 

of $2.141Gj. as well as the approved 1998 test year non-gas costs. The 1999 base rates will 

increase over the 1998 base rates due to the $28.3 million increase in gas costs. The base 

rates also incorporate Centra's proposed treatment of the amortization of contributions in aid 

of construction related to system expansion costs, as discussed in Section 6.1 of this Order. 

Centra has allocated the balance of the PGVA and other gas cost related deferral accounts 

using class WACOG. The required unit class rate riders were determined by dividing the 

allocated deferral account balances, for each customer class, by the appropriate 1998 

approved volumes for that class. 

After conSidering various options for the introduction of the new rates requested, Centra 

proposes: 

(a) For the SGS and LGS classes, which are not significantly impacted by the move to 

class WACOG, to implement the change to class WACOG in full on July 1, 1999 and 

recover the resulting rate riders over the remaining six months of 1999. 

(b) For HiQh Volume Firm, Mainline and Interruptible customer classes, to: 

(i) implement the proposed 1999 base rates on July 1, 1999; and 
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(il) defer the difference between base rates and the billed mtes (~silng ~l~$s 

WACOO). for recovery over the period of January 1. 2000 to Ds~m~@U" ~~, 

2000. 

This splitting of the rate Impact is an attempt to mitigate the impact and smooth th~ tm~snij@wu 

to the new billed rates. Compared to existing billed rates, the approximate impSlct of C®wun'$ 

proposal on the varioUis customer classes, is shown in the following tables. 

Annual Ra.te Bm~act Proposed by Centlf1l 
Customer Class Jy~y 1, 1999 Jall'M.mlall1f 'tl D 2.(Q)OO 

SGS -8.6% to -9.7% -0.2% to -0.2% 
LGS -10.1% to -14.0% .1.0% to 1.5% 
HVF -0.3% to -0.4% 6.1% to 1.8% 
Mainline 0.'1% to 0.9% 5.1% to S.3% 
Interrul'tible 9.2% to 110.4% S.8% to 9.8% 

The above rate impacts include the following assumptions: 

(1) a cost of gas of $2.66/Gj for 1999 and 2000; 

(2) use of class WACOG; 

(3) SGS and LSG classes rate ridell"S are recovered between July 1, 1999 and! Decembsr 

31,1999;atnd 

(4) HVF. Mainline, ancllnterruptible rate riders are recovered between Janu81iY i. 2000 

and December 31, 2000. 

\$.10 Interim Disposition of the PGVA 

The introduction of variable pricing by adopting the NYMEX index in the TransC2n2ol~ G~~ 

Services contract Meant that the cost of gas changed monthly. The PGVA mschc:!ni~m W2S 

introduced to achieve (amongst other things) price stability. 

To address the major impact on customer's bills an annual rata rider may havs, Central 

proposed an interim solution. The interim solution for the period from June 1, i 9S~ to 

November 1, 1999, is for Centra to file for new rates in a format similar to that used in GRAs 

and cost of gas applications, once the projected year end PGVA balance is greater than 
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$5,000,000, whether owing to Centra or to Centra's customers. The year end balance would 

be forecast using actual gas costs and revenues for the most current month available with 

the remainder of the years information being based on current forecasts. Centra proposed 

filing an ex-parte application seeking approval of new rates to be implemented on the first of 

the month follOwing the application. 

Centra is of the view that an interim solution is appropriate given that a number of other 

matters which are to be dealt with in the near future may have an impact on the PGVA 

disposal mechanism. These matters include the introduction of the Western Transportation 

Service scheduled to be implemented November 1, 1999, unbundled bUt format, facilitation of 

price transparency. and optional billing and collection service. 

Centra is researching methods to resolve several issues which may impact on the final 

method of the PGVA balance disposal. Centra intends to address this matter more fully at a 

future hearing, most likely the hearing involving the introduction of, and appropriate tariff for, 

the Westem Transportation Service, scheduled to be implemented on November 1, 1999. 

6.11 Confirmation of Interim Ex-Parte Order 165198 

In this Application, Centra seeks Board confirmation of interim ex-parte Order 165198. In 

Order 165/98 the Board approved the continuation, on and after January 1, 1999, of the 

billed rates that were approved in Order 104198. Board Order 165/98 was to remain in effect 

until confirmed or otherwise dealt with by further Order of the Board. 

The billed rates continued by Order 165/98 included base rates that embedded $2.201Gj as 

the unit cost of gas. As explained above, the latest forecast for the 1999 unit cost of gas has 

risen to $2.751Gj. 

Also included in the billed rates continued by Order 165/98 are rate riders to recover 

balances in various Board approved deferral accounts. The continuation of these rate riders 
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after January 1. 1999 has resulted in Centra recovering amounts that will be applied ®g)~iU1S5t 

the deferral account balances owing, by vanous customer classes, to Centra in 19SJ~. 

'1.@ Interven@It'S' Positions 

'101 City @f ISmlt'u.:lon, Cities of Portage la Prairie. Steinbach, ~Ul~lhlorllu ~OI]d~ ®uu©J 
the Towns cf Morden and Winkler and Winnipeg Scho@1 Divu$u@~ N@o ~ [i!Il~~ @\r 
Brandon et aU") 

The City Qf Brandon et 81 supported Centra's proposal with respect to a~loca~ol!'1l 01 $)!stem 

rural expansion costs, as modified by Simplot They also support the U~ of d~s$ W'ACOG, 

and its implementation over the two stagesb as proposed by Central. Counsei sMbmD~oo ~~~ 

the claim of di$caimination by the MainlOne customers and other lai"@~ usern ~aliioo ro 

recognize that the SGS and lGS classes may have been disadvantaged by alS much ~~ $2 

million to $3 million per year since 1996. 

The City of Brandon at al also supported the change suggested by CACIMSOS rel~~edl ro ~@ 
disposal of the SGS deferral account, and! the position adopted by CACIMSOS with respect 

to the disposal of the 1998 PGVA and 1999 cost of gas. 

CENGAS remains of the view that Centra does not have any legal right under the G~s 

Purchase Agreements with the Brokers, to offset any overpayments to Brokers Ii'Ssulijng) ~mm 

adverse price management activities. However. because Centra is not reque5tin~ the 

recovery of $3,472,004 of the total $1,573,431 1998 incremental price management im~~ct 

from customers through sales rates, CENGAS takes no position regarding the reoo\l'ei')f oW 

the final 1998 price management results. 

CENGAS expressed considerable frustration in the delay in implementinQJ the Western 

Bundled T-Service, noting that the Board imposed deadlines of August 1, 1998 and then 

-
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November 1, 1998 had not been met by Centra. CENGAS was pleased that Centra 

committed to having the service in place by November 1. 1999, but requested the Board 

order Centra to apply for approval of the appropriate tariff and Terms and Conditions of 

service by June 1,1999. 

CENGAS supported a more frequent disposal of the PGVA balance so as to enhance price 

transparency. CENGAS supported Centra's interim proposal. but suggested that an open 

public process, such as Ontario's letter hearing process be instituted, rather than dealing with 

the issue on an interim ex-parte basis. 

CENGAS did not support Centra's proposal to implement class WACOO. as this would cause 

severe rate shOck to some classes, most notably the Interruptible class. CENGAS further 

suggested that the Board determine the value of the interruptible class to the entire system. 

and should also consider the impact on Centra and all other system customers if the 

interruptible customers were to switch to firm service. 

1.3 Consumers Association of Canada (Manitoba) and the Manitoba SOCiety of 
Seniors Inc. ("CACIMSOS") 

Rural Expansion Costs and Revenues 

According to CACIMSOS, this matter had not been satisfactorily resolved by Centra's interim 

solution proposed during the 1998 GRA. As a result, in Order 19/98 the Board directed 

Centra to arrive a permanent solution and to file the proposal by August 31, 1998. 

CAC/MSOS submitted that the Board directive in Order 79198 required that the proposed 

treatment must benefit all customer classes. In this Application, CAC/MSOS endorsed and 

recommended Centra's proposed solution as well as the suggested amendment advanced 

bySimplol 
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CACMSOS urged the Board to recognize the collaborative efforts to aU'rivs at al OOh.!Jtl@il, ~nQJ 

suggested the Board should also recognize this approach in resolving the h~~ue$ m~~~oo W 

the defemAl account of $586,000 which SGS customers did not have to pay as ~~rri'c Qff ~e 

Interim Solution Centra advanced in the 1998 GRA. CACIMSOS submitted tha~ 1M1Cii funs 

matter been f$$Olved in 1998 as directed by the Board. the SGS class wou~d h2ve K12d1 ~© ~a)f 

apptox:imately half of the amount in the deferral account with the balance being ollll)ifslTI1'OO ©\fer 

time and furtcied by an 8CC$leration of the contributions in aid of construdBoo. CACIMSOS 

requested the Board to accept the $366,493 as being the amount of the defe~! ~ccoUJrn~ ~@ 

be II"ecQvemd from the SGS class. 

CfiassWACOG 

CACNISOS argued that the use of system WACOG to calculate revenUJss gensm~®G1 b)7 a 

class was inappropriate. as it did not credit each customer class with the aCW!~1 BlmoUJn~ ~~t 

class had paid. The SGS class actually paid mora than. had been crediteOl to it Csn~ 

demonstrated in the evidence that the size of the balance in the PGVA was a! rrelati\l~I)f miU10r 

factor that contributed to determining class responsibility fur PGVA balances. ~n !igll1l~ oV thalt 

evidence, CACIMSOS submitted that since 1996 the SGS class has pro~abl)f o\fe~aliol $3 

million a year. CAC/MSOS urged the Board not to delay implementing the uss o~ dalSS 

WACOO. CACIMSOS submitted the argument of hardship raised by otherr classes is only 

related to a matter of timing, not to the principles of fair treatment BInd! cost C2usatiolTl. 

CACIMSOS urged the Board to adopt the use of the class WACOG. but to olel2Y the 

implementation of the impact for all classes other than the SGS and LGS unm Jam . .l8111')7 1, 

2000. 
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CACIMSOS submitted that Centra was and is only entitled to carrying costs on the Board 

allowed amounts of price management. CACIMSOS also further submitted that there was no 

evidence that the size of the PGVA caused Centra to incur carrying costs in excess of the 

short-term borrowing rates. The line of credit is continually changing. an even though Centra 

borrowed $10 million from its parent in late 1998, the balance today is approaching zero. 

CACIMSOS was opposed to the suggestion that the significant PGVA amount is justification 

for Centra to eam a grossed-up rate of retum on the carrying costs associated with the 

PGVA. CACIMSOS suggested that the proper borrowing rate is one which Centra is able to 

obtain from its parent company. 

CACIMSOS urged the Board to disallow the cost of the premiums incurred by purchasing 

price caps, except for the premiums associated with the March 31. 1998 transactions 

CACIMSOS argued that if Centra had recognized both the NYMEX and the AECO/Empress 

indices in establishing its trigger points for purchase Df price caps, aU trades other than ones 

on March 31,1998 would not have been necessary. It was CACIMSOS' submission that 

Centra ignored the AECOlEmpress indices, and as a result, expDses its consumers to the 

premiums associated with unnecessary price cap purchases. 

CAC/MSOS concurred with Centra's proposed treatment Df incremental 1998 price 

management losses in a manner consistent with Board directives in Order 79/98. 

However, CACIMSOS suggested that SDme disallDwance was warranted because Centra 

had failed tD "balance its bODks", and did nDt reverse the 1997 pDsitions on 100% of the 

volumes. CAC/MSOS suggested that the volumes were out of balance by 12%, and as 

Centra was unable to quantify the dollar impact, the Board should reduce its approval of the 

requested dynamic hedging losses amDunts by 12%. 
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CACIMSOS also urged the Board to dired. Centra to immediately pmceOO witnil i~ ~!! mIT" 
proposals for outsourcing the management of the capacity release pmgmm. CACIMSOS 

noted that the Board had ordered Centra to file a report on this matter ~O> tlh81t ~ dJe~i~8@Uil 

rould be madle prior to November 1. 1998. While this had not ocwrred. C@U1W21 U1~dl 

submitted a timetable to deal with this matter, which contemplated proposals to b® nS$u~oi 

and reviewed so that a decision could be made in time for the 1999/2000 ~a$ )fs~r 

commencing November 1, 1999. Notwithstanding the potential acquisition 01 Central 10)7 

Manitoba Hydro, CACIMSOS submitted that the Board Oreler had not been flO!iOWOO mol ~~~ 

the process should immediately continue. CACIMSOS was concemed that CenUBl's ca[i:b®cit)? 

management revenues have been decreasing over the past several years al~dl all'S now ~~ii1l~ 

estimated at $1 million for 1999. 

CACIMSOS agreed with Centra that white there were many issues related to the long-term 

solution for the disposal of the PGVA balances. the interim proposal was approprt~~e. 

CACIMSOS suggested the amount to which the PGVA balance shol/l!d be aliowsol to 

accumulate before disposition was required should be left to the discretion of the BOlam. Th[~ 

intervenor suggested that a resulting rate increase of 1 % or 2% to be dealt with on arb interim 

basis, might be reasonable. Similarly, any such interim orders would be sUlbjeci ~o review 

and scrutiny at a subsequent cost of gas hearing. Any increase greater than 2% shoulol be 

dealt with during a complete review and public hearing on gas cost issues. 

1.4 ECNG Inc. ("ECNGJJ) 

ECNG submitted that the Board should order Centra to refile proposed rates to incorporat~ 

the use of system WACOG. ECNG contended that if the use of class WACOG were allowed 

the results would be unjust and unreasonable and would inhibit the continuing clevelopment 
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of the direct purchase market and further unbundling of services and competition. ECNG 

contended that system WACOG must be used for all classes, and that the use of class 

WACOG would result i~ Centra overcharging all customer classes who would be obliged to 

pay higher than system average gas cost and undercharging classes obliged to pay lower 

than system average costs. 

ECNG also contended that because of Centra's operating circumstance, most notably lack of 

local storage and large winter needle peak, maximum use of interruptible customers is very 

desirabla, and development of appropriate interruptible rate incentives keeps cost lower for 

everyone. The proposed use of class WACOG may result in rate increases of more than 

30% for the interruptible class which according to ECNG constitutes rate shock. This is 

especially disturbing as Centra had indicated initially that this change would not impact rate 

making or rates, and could lead to interruptible customers switching to firm service to the 

disadvantage of all system customers. 

ECNG also urged the Board to order the calculation of the PGVA be done on a system 

WACOG basis and that any deficiencies resulting from the Change to class WACOG be 

treated as a cost to the shareholder, not recoverable from the customers. ECNG further 

stated that the amount of price management impact allowance should be at the Board's 

discretion. 

7.5 Gerdau MRM Steel (ISMRM") 

MRM submitted that their cost of gas had increased approximately 22.9% between 1996 and 

1998 while production increased by only 3.37%. MRM indicated that all suppliers to major 

steel mills had been asked to reduce their costs by 100/0 and wondered why Centra should be 

the exception. MRM requested that the Board deny Centra's proposal to use class WACOG 

or altematively to spread the impact over as many years as possible. MRM is "... not 

convinced that class WACOG is an accurate system as gas rates are currently sat at peak 

flows in the winter when interruptible customers are Off-line." MRM expressed appreciation 

for Centra's recognition of the value of the interruptible customer to the system, but 
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suggested that the PGVA allocation system that could! potentially pit one customer clalS5 

against another was flawed. 

in ~ written submission. Simp lot urged the Board to approve Centra's proposed] soh.AfcR(}(l1 wi~ 

resped:w the impact of system expansion on rates of various customer eIl81$S~~, ~$ 

supplemented by Simpiot's proposal. Simplot also requested the aoam to approve C@InWa'l'$ 

proposat to dispose of the SGS deferral account in July 1, 1999 rates. Simp~o~ U'bctsdl frn~~ 

after one yeall"s discussion the above points had the support of aU interested p2rtiies. Snm~iClJ~ 

also requested the Board to reject the pmposa~ for a variation to the dispo$Sl! o~ tins SGS 

deferral account sought by CACIMSOS at the hearing. Simplot submitted thalt. ai~OJu@h i~ 

had attempted to have its consultant assess the exact nature of the CACIMSOS req)\Jle$~ Blind] 

the impact on Simplot. it had not been able to obtain the necessary am! mqussted] 

information. 

The WHA is Winnipeg's Regional Health AuthOrity responsible for delivenng cmo1 

administering health services. The USSC is the collective body of the hospitals attempting ro 
Ulse purchasing power to deliver services in a uniform, centralized and more cost effectJive 

manner. WHAlUSSC did not debate the merits of class versus system WACOG, bu~ 

suggested the values of interruptible customers to the system should be reassessed 2~ sorm~ 

future time, considering what is done in other Canadian jurisdictions. 

WHAlUSSC's poSition related to rate certainty and eqUity. In respect of celrtalin~ of mtss, 

WHAIUSSC outlined their budgeting process which requires knowledge of aU budget 

elements, reasonabie predictability of any changes, and any necessary cutbacks in services 

or capital costs required to fit within the available funding. WHAIUSSC indicated that within a 

fiscal year unexpected cost increases of the magnitude sought in gas cost increases could 
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only be funded by borroWing from other health programs, special warrants or cutbacks in 

service. 

WHAlUSSC had initially been led to believe in 1998 that there-would not be any Significant 

gas cost change resulting from the use of Class WACOG and had budgeted accordingly for 

the current fiscal year. EaCh of the nine hospitals have budgeted and spent funds for dual 

fuel capability Over the past several years, based on the assumption that natural gas costs 

would be relatively stable. WHAIUSSC urged the Board to recognize that the proposed 

change to Class WACOG on short notice would! cause significant hardship on the 

intel'TUptible class. In their submission, WHAIUSSC suggested that it would not be 

reasonable to expect the consumer, with funding limitations, to pay any incr&asecil cost of this 

magnitude. In the short teFm. according to WHAlUSSC. the problem is how to fund the gas 

cost increases, and! in the long term the issue becomes which fuel type or class of service to 

use, given the shrinking differential between firm and interruptible rates. 

In respect of fairness, WHAIUSSC expressed concsm over the short length of time that was 

available to assess this complicated Application which has a significant impact on customers 

in the interruptible class. These intervenors suggested that the long-term solution to this 

matter might be better addressed in a more global approach and a special public hearing. 

WHAlUSSC also commented that the publicly funded WHA has a different status in similar 

circumstances, recognized by factors such as forgiveness of real property taxes. Thus, 

govemments who will ultimately recover the shortage from the taxpayers, who within 

Winnipeg are largely users of the natural gas system, will eventually fund any shortage. In 

closing, and in the alternative, WHAIUSSC submitted the impact of this proposed change 

should be deferred until WHA's next fiscal period. 
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Accuchack on behalf of one of its customers, the Wnnipeg Airport Authority, oti1~irn~ol ~s 

Authority's opposition to Centra's application in respect of the use of clas!l) WCOG. Th~ 

Authority suggested that the costs for approximately 220,000 Manitoba gas oonSlllM@rn would 

either remain the same or decrease slightly, while the burden Qf the additiornai oosts ~lJiol ~® 

placed on approximately 50 interruptible customers. Given that the intenuptibis ruS~Offil~1i"S 

have made considerable investment in altemate fuel facilities, the intemJptible cl~s$ ~ould 

be preferred! customers, and be exposed to the lowest costs. 

Accucheck aise expressed concem about the method! Centra used to dletsrmone ate olsm~rno1 

foil' firm customers versus interruptible customers. There was an inequoty beCaluss Cenn 
calculated the demand for firm customers on an average daily use, while th~ intei"lrlJp~ible 

demand was determined on the baSis of an actua~ daily dernand. Accucheck cOrr1liell'ldoo ~®~ 

because of this, it could not accurately assess future costs for its clients, and! reOjl.AsstsdJ friat 

all customer classes demand billings be determined on the same basis. 

Armstrong's written submission detailed! concerns it had with Centra's application. Armstrong] 

suggested that Centra continue to use system WACOG, as it had over the last six )Jsars, ~l1101 

that the requested change to class WACOG. be rejected. Armstrong is in 8! "lose-loss" 

situation because, for seven months of the year they wilt pay rates almost equal to the nrm 

rate, and are unable to switch to firm supply because they can only do so if firm capacity is 

available. AlI'mstrong requested in the alternative that, should the Board approvs th~ move 

to class WACOG, that notification be made well in advance of the change, and the 2doled 

cost be spread over the year 2000. 
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In a written submission, BRHC stated it is a subscriber of Centra's High Volume Interruptible 

service. BHRC understands that the switch to class WACOG recognizes a more equitable 

and fair allocation of total gas costs than system WACOG. BHRC contended, however. that 

there is no recognition of the value of the interruptible class to the system. Therefore the 

proposal does not retied the "true" cost to the interruptible class, because of the need for this 

class to spend capital on dual fuel capability, and lower overall system costs because of the 

curtailment potential of interruptible!. BHRC recommended the Board properly investigate 

and develop a utNe" class WACOG that recognizes value as well as cost In an alternative 

submission and should the Board approve the change to class WACOG. BHRC requested 

the implementation be staged over an adequate period to mitigate against the large increase. 

8.4 Canadian Inovatech Inc. 

Canadian Inovatech Inc. made a written submission indicating that it owned and operated an 

egg processing plant in Winnipeg. The Winnipeg facility is estimating production increases 

of 35% in 1999 and another 35% in 2000, which will require an estimated 27.1 % increase in 

gas consumption. It has estimated that the requested increase in this application. would add 

10% to the cost of production, and expressed concem that the amount of increase would 

have adverse impacts on its global competitiveness anc! could leac! to loss of business. 

8.5 COlI'rectl@na8 Services Canada ("CSC") 

CSC's written submission stated that it operates the Stony Mountain Institution near 

Winnipeg, and is an interruptible customer of Centl"a. CSC objected to the proposed 22% to 

24.5% increase, as It would place an unacceptable hardship on the interruptible class. In the 

alternative and in the event the Board approves the requested rate changes, CSC suggested 

they be phased in over 3 to 5 years. 
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~n a written submission, Globe stated that while the Board could not centroO th~ roMmooli~ ow 

fubJras market, It could control the process of the introduction of higher !l"atel~. WriJhl r®~~d: ~@ 

this Application Globe stated that. being in the apartment rental blJ$DrU~m\ i~ rnt®~ ®Ir® 

regulated and annual increases have been set at 1 % over the past se\je~~ ~~rn. Amy 

increase in gas costs should be spread over five years, and the vahJs off ~li'iI nlrlooi'1l'Y[,Oij~l@ , 
customer should be recognized and determined prior to My change beili'ilg) a1~pm\j@Q1. 

Additionally. any "Change in the rules in the middle of the game" should not be aJl~@\JOOdl, with 

any changes being deferred until the year following this review and determin2tfion. 

The presentation on behalf of Griffin focused on the impact Centra's proposed] rates \ltmulo'l 

have on its production costs. Griffin indicated that it had spent $15 to $20 mOl!ion on n@w 

facilities and gas consumption was forecast to increase by 10 to 15%. CSt'1ltra'5 ram pmpos~~ 

if approved would result in a significant increase in the cost of the products IProoluceo1. 

Griffin's costs are projected on the basis of known energy charges, and any olnC/i"ease Ui'1l this 

cost impacts the bottom line and the competitive position of the operation. Gviffin sUJg)g)~sted 

that class WACOG may be appropriate. if recognition is given to the faa that the industrial! 

user requires only a pipeline to the meter, and does not cause the same type or amount cit 

costs as does a residential consumer. 

8.S Manitoba Government Services ("MGS") 

MGS pointed out that its position did not necessarily represent the view olf the Manitoba 

government as a whole. MGS has seven sites on an interruptible rate, anoi had ronverl:eo1 

these sites to dual fuel capability based on the assumption interruptible rates would remain 

relatively stabls. Centra's statement during the 199B GRA hearing that the use 01 class 

WACOG would not impact rates gave MGS added comfort that rates would be stabls and 
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that the switch to dual fuel capability was and would continue to be economic. The 

proposed change will, however, have a dramatic impact on interruptible rates, ranging from 

22% to 25%, as opp()sed to the decreases of about 25% outlined in Centra's original 

proposal. Such an increase would invariably lead interruptible customers to reconsider the 

viability of remaining in this class, and any movement to the finn class would cause additional 

costs to the entire system. 

MGS requested the Board to reject Centra's proposal to use class WACOG. In the 

altemative. should the Board approve the change, MGS requested that the dleferral accounts 

be disposed of in the same fashion as costs are allocated to each class. He also requested 

the Board to be cognizant of the issue of rate shock and phase in the impact to mitigate rate 

shock, diminish the prospect of interruptible customers switching to firm service, and to allow 

adequate time to allow customers to determine which of Centra's service offering best suits 

, their needs. 

9.0 Board findings 

9.1 1998 Gas Cost and Capacity Management Revenues 

At the 1998 GRA, Centra's forecast gas costs were $191.9 million. The actual gas costs for 

1998 have been calculated at $171.3 million. The difference is primarily due to the milder 

than normai weather experienced in Manitoba in 1998. The actual degree days of 3,831.2 

were 15% less than the 10 year normalized degree days of 4,541.8. 

The other major factor which contributed to lower than forecast 1998 gas costs was a lower 

than forecast annual average commodity price for natural gas, primarily in Westem Canada. 

Sales rates included $2.20/0j as the annual average commodity supply price from Western 

Canada, while the actual price was $2.16/Gj. 
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Having reviewed the details of the 1998 cost of gas, the Board finds that $111.3 mmi@~ os tU1® 

actual gas cost in light of the circumstances in 1998. 

The Board will also approve the actual 199B capacity management revooues wU'nidl ~~ 

included as offsets to the 1998 cost of gas, and also form a portion of ~a inflows5 irnt(l) tfil@ 

1998 PGVA. The Board accepts the variance from the estimated am@YIi1f( o~ ~3,OOC1J,OOO 

included in current rates as being reasonable given the difficulty in e$ijm~ijIi'lSl ~~~S 

revenues. Such estimates ar$ highly dependent on weather, and! ~mfitable tmn~~~ij~n~ 

were more difficult to aChieve in 1998 because of the shrinking differentia! bstwsSln ~~ 

NYMEX anell the AECOlEmpress prices. 

A.s included in section 9.1, the Board will accept the inflows into the 1998 PG"A, consistiU'lg) 

of all gas costs, including capacity management revenues, in the amount of $111,3M,ilrSCl 

The Board also accepts that, where the PGVA inflows are reduced. primallli!)J bealuSl~ !dl~ 

milder weather, the outflows win also be reduced. The Board notes that the in1lows; wsrs 

approximately $14.6 million less than estimated, and the outflows $16.6 million less tnalrn 

forecast. The outflows are estimated based on projected revenues at normaS year volumeS). 

Given that the outflows preserve Centra's margin related to weather variance, cmol the mild] 

winter of 1998. the Board conSiders the outflow variance of 2.8%. when cootE'astSQ1 toJ tIrlel 

inflow variance of 7.6%, to be reasonable. The Board will therefore approve the rsslA~ting} 

balance in the 1998 PGVA in the amount of $1,996,844. 

9.3 1998 and Prior Deferral Account Residual Balances 

Similarly. the Board will approve the 1998 Rate Change Delay and Heating Value cleferrt~1 

accounts. The Board is satisfied that the residual balances of $2,716,177 in 1991 ~md prior 

years deferral accounts are reasonable as the volumes on which the recovery was to toe 
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made are significantly less than normal year volumes used to estimate the appropriate unit 

rate riders. This revised amount is also to be induded in the July 1, 1999 as billed rates. 

9.4 Incremental 1998 Price Managemef\t Deferral Account and Related Matters 

9.4.1 Trigger Points for Price Cap Purchases 

The Board considers that the methodology employed by Centra in establishing its trigger 

pOints to determine its price cap transactions is appropriate. This methodology was also 

examined in the 1998 GRA. The Board is not convinced by the argument submitted on 

behalf of CACIMSOS that the use of both the NYMEX and AECOlEmpress indices would 

have resulted in more appropriate trigger points, and that such trigger points would have 

resulted in the first two price cap purchases being unnecessary. The Board is of the view 

that if both indices had been used, the trigger points would, no doubt, have been different. 

However. a logical extension of this is that the price, which would trigger the price cap 

purchases, would also have been different The Board will not use hindsight to evaluate the 

trigger points selected by Centra. If it is open for CACIMSOS to suggest that the indices in 

the long term gas contract should have been used to set trigger pOints, it is equally open for 

Centra to suggest the trigger points would have been different if the indices in the long term 

gas supply contract were used. On balance the Board is of the view that the transactions 

would have occurred in any event, and for substantially the same volumes. The Board 

encourages Centra to use all indices used under its supply contract with rCGS to set gas 

prices unless there is some compelling reason, administrative or technical, to do otherwise. 

9.4.2 Premiums for Price Caps 

Being of the view that Centra's price cap trigger points and subsequent transactions were 

prudent and reasonable in the circumstances that then existed, the Board will not consider 

any disallowance of costs pertaining to this area The Board will therefore approve the 

premiums associated with price cap purchases, as requested by Centra. 
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The Board holds the view that Centra's attempts to unwind ots 1991 posmom~ ror the B~~i$ 

Differential and Dynamic Hedging transactions to be reasonable, given the drrums~l1'1Ioo irrl! 

which Centra found itself in 1998. It is unreasonable to expect that a pellfed "ba'l!al11cin~ ~~ 

the books" is possible under the circumstances. The Board consiclell"$ the reoomM~rnol~d 

12% disallowance advanced by CACIMSOS to be overly simplistic and arbiwl)j. C@rn~~'~ 

approach was to mitigate the existing positiOns by unwinding them, to the emm~ ilk WS$ 

reasonably able to balance both volumes and! tlransactions. Centra only attemptoo ~ @W$@1k 

exisdng positiMsb not to take a market view to' attempt to achieve more favombl® im~®dsi. 

This would have been aldn to offsetting dynamic positions using more dynamic traldilJ"lg) wh®11'1I 

the Board had previously disallowed significant ~osses resulting from C'J1yna.mic tmo1ingj. 

Thel1!foi"e, the Board allows the recovery in rates of the requested $4,101,428 of Incrsmsll1ta! 

1998 Price Management results, exclusive of carrying costs which are addressed 5@~2r2~el)J, 

in this Order. 

9.4.4 Carrying Costs 

In this Order where the Board has allowed certain requests of Centra, it $hou~o1 not be takm 

that the Board has also approved Centra's requested carrying costs alSSoci2teol wi~ ~i1l 

allowed amount. The issue of carrying costs requires clarification and further o1ei'initioo. As 

noted in Order 103198: 

..... Normally, Centra is allowed to record carrying costs on deferral ~ccoun~ 

at the short term debt rate. Recognizing the unique circumstances that h~\f~ 

. resulted in very large deferral account balances, and in the interest o~ 

fairness and financial integrity, the Board wilt allow Centra to record carrying 

costs on aU deferral accounts in an amount equal to overall allowed rate of 

return. This decision is not to be precedent setting and is made purely in the 
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context of the current unique circumstances and substantial account 

balances. The question of an appropriate rate to use for carrying costs in 

future applications may be revisited by the Board once deferral accounts are 

restored to more tmditionallevels.· 

The overall allowed tate of retum set by the Board in Order 79198 is 8.893%. Centra's 

request to gross up this amount to 12.061% for the tax impact is contrary to .Order 103198 

and will not be approved. 

The Board agrees with the submission of CACIMSOS, that carrying costs should, and will 

only, be recorded and allowed on that portiOI"\ of price management results allowed by the 

Board. The reference to the disallowance in Order 79198 of $27.25 million was made within 

the context of total losses of $45.5 million. Carrying costs did nof form a portion of either 

amount Ca!'Tying easts, at any rate, on disallowed price management results are not 

approved by the Board. 

The unique circumstances that existed when Order 103198 was issued included 1991 and 

previous years deferred accounts In excess of $26 million. together with allowed 1998 price 

management losses in excess of$11 million, all of which was to be financed by Centra. The 

rates that were in effect between August 1, 1999 and December 31, 1999 recovered all but 

approximately $2.7 million of the deferral account balance. The 1998 allowed price 

management results were not included in the August 1, 1999 to December 31, 1999 rates. 

Since Order 103198, rate riders initially designed to expire December 31, 1998 have 

remained as part of the billed rates to consumers, and have generated revenues that will be 

used in this Application to pay part of the balances of deferral accounts Owing to Centra.· 

Additionally. there has been no evidence that the financial integrity of Centra has been 

adversely affected in 1998. 
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The anowed 1998 price management results of approximately $11 million am to ~~dc 

carrying costs, during 1999, at Centra's overall rate of return of 8.893%. 

All other deferral account balances are considered to be at or near norm~~ ~e\l'el~ 21rTldl ~m ~@ 

attract carrying costs equal to Centra's short term debt rate, which Centm M$ fum~~ ~~ 

5.35% fur 1999. 

Centra is· therefore required to submit new schedules which will cleari~ indicalts ~el Monill1!)J 

allocation of the allowed 1997 and 1998 price management impacts together with ~h~ 

carrying costs as approved in this Order. AdditionaUy. naw schooYies ~m to b® ~!®Q] 
containing the details of the various deferral accounts and the recalculation of thIS ~ii)firn~ 

costs as approved in this Order. 
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Centra's 1999 gas cost fOrecast for Western Canadian Supply was calculated May 10, 1999 

based on forward price curves. That calculation provides an average annual 1999 price for 

Western Canadian Supply of $2.741<3j. Using the same methodology. the forecast annual 

revenue price of gas has risen from: $2.20/Gj (August 1998), to $2.54!Gj (June 1999). to 

$2.661Gj (April 1999), to $2.741Gj (May 1999). 

The Board cautions Manitoba consumers that the natural gas commodity market continues to 

display considerable price volatility and the volatility is likely to continue, reflecthig the 

numerous market forces at play. For example, the fomara price curves until May, 2000 

indicate an average Western Canadian unit price of $3.04IGj. Should this price prevail for 

the entire year of 2000, the average residential consumer would see an annual gas cost 

increase of approximately 4.5% commencing January 1. 2000. Other customer classes 

would experience different rate changes, depending upon customer class and consumption 

levels. 

Accepting a price of $2.141Gj leads the Board to accept Centra's total 1999 cost of gas 

forecast of $220,296,128 for the purpose of establishing base sales rates for the balance of 

1999. To the extent that actual 1999 gas costs differ from the forecast, consumers will 

receive a refund, if the actual costs are less. Conversely. if the actual costs are more, 

consumers will repay Centra by way of a future rate rider. 

The 1999 cost of gas forecast contains no provision for the effects of price risk management 

as presently Centra has nat entered into any price management transactions for any 1999 

volumes. To the extent active steps are taken, there may be impacts which will affect the 

final 1999 cost of gas total. 
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The Board acCepts that it is difficult to predict annual capacity management mvsnUS5. Th@ 

difficulty is due to the severity of the weather and the relative price differences between ~~ 

U.S. and Canadian markets. including shifts in basis differentials, none of whioo ~~ tg~ 

accurately fortK;ast 

F»rimarily because of the price differences (including basis differentials) between US Blno1 

Canada supply basins, Centra has forecast $1,000,000 as the net rovenues from i~ 1~9~ 

capacity management. There was no evidence that this amount would 00 ~igjherr balsedJ 00'\) 

Centra's assets which include the supply, transportation and storage contracts. ih@1TS10lm, 

the Board will accept the $1,000,000 estimate by Centra and will l"eqlJire the amOl.Bn~ t@ bs 

creditoo to consumers in the rates that are calculated as a result of this hearing). 

lill Order 19198 at page 80, the Board indicated: 

While Centra's management of its capacity release has been quite beneficial 
to the customers, it seems logical that to maximize the potential revenues; SI 

full knowledge of the North American demand for capacity 081 a daily basis is 
essential. The knowledge base of asset management farms, such as 
portrayed by Duke energy at these proceedings, is considerable and! likellf 
broader than that of a relatively small player such as Centra. The Boarol 
accepts that the market place is changing and that Centra's role, as 
discussed in Order 15/98 will also changa over time. Notwithstanding, the 
Board holds the view that market opportunities should be seized for ths 
benefit of consumers and will therefore direct Centra to thoroughly assess 
whether firms such as Duke Energy are able to optimize Centra's total 
portfolio supply including the release and resale of excess capacity. The 
Board will expect this report to be filed in time for a decision to be made prior 
to the start of the next gas year, commencing November 1, 1998. 

Since that Order, Centra wrote to the Board on October 30, 1998 requesting additional time 

to implement its plan to request and assess proposals from the industry's major providers of 

such services as total portfolio supply and release and resale of excess capacity. 
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From the evidence at the hearing, Centra is in a position to send out its Request for 

Proposals, but is reluctant to do so in tight of the possible acquisition by Manitoba Hydro of 

Centra"s shares. The Board does not see the possible sale of Centra's shares as justification 

for withholding the Request fOr Proposals. The Request for Proposals can be issued 

immediately, with ~ additional explanation of the possible share sale. The evaluation of the 

proposals and the development of recommendations should still be prepared by Centra and 

advanced to the Board by August 31/99 such that any Board approvals and/or directives can 

be implemented by November 1, 1999. 

9.6 Aileeation of Rural Expansion Costs 

All issues involved in this matter, except the method of disposal of the SGS deferral account 

balance. have been resolved flowing from a series of meetings between Centra and certain 

stakeholders. The collaborative process was able to bring to the Board a resolution of an 

issue, such that all customer classes and Centra were in no way disadvantaged. 

The Board will therefore accept the resolution whereby: 

Step 1: 

Step 2: 

The revenue requirement in the 'lear of an expansion program is determined -

excluding aU effects of the expansion program ~ to determine a base level of 

revenue requirement for each customer class. 

A second cost allocation is to be performed which includes the impact of the 

expanSion program (i.e. revenues, volumes, etc. from the various customers 

being attached, as well as the costs such as commodities rate base additions 

and operating costs. 
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The difference between the two revenue requirements, by das$. wwldJ 

represent the impact of the annual expansion projects on th~ ill1dG\Pit2lu~~ 

classes. 

Because the overall impact of an expansion project in the rill'S~ fiv~ y.@fj1Ii"~ i~ 

usually til deficiency until the revenue to cost ratio reaches 41.0, such o1~fge8Slll"Ue)f 

will 00 offset by additional amortization of the oontributiorru~ i~ fjlidl 01 

const.nJctioo. The intention is to apportion the amortization of conmrm,i1~oi'b~ ro 
each cUlstomer class so as to offset the revenue deficiency or sl.!IfficienClf f@1i" 

that particular class for that year. 

Once the revenue to cost ratio of the expansion project reaches 41.0 O)! ~he flftUiI 

year. the additional amortization will be discontinued and the rea!iocaltion wm 
be heidi constant from that )!ear fOllWard until the contributions have been fuU)! 

amortized. 

In addition to these five steps, the Board will also require Centra to fiie a singie "true-u~" 

application to compare the actual costs, revenues and contributions, after a sn9Jmiftc~rn~ 

portion of the capital costs have been spent The Board appreciates that ttlis wi~~ not ocrurr 

within the same time frame for every project. or series of projects, but will sxpect tine true u~ 

to be filed after all transmission costs and at least 80% of distribution costs ~m known. 

Under these parameters, the Board considers the true-up appliCations will normall~ occur iWo 

or three years after the start of projects. The Board will also expect Centnl to p/l'eto2re m~ 

file by the end of 2004 a summary report on all rural expansion costs, revenues, conmbutioli1l~ 

and allOcations using this proposed method, commencing with the 1998 test year. This 

report is to be based on actual results and indicate to wnat, if any, degree am)! of Centra's 

customer classes have been adversely or otherwise impacted by its expansfton proj®cts. 
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Except for the lengthy delay in finalizing the issues respecting the allocation of expansion 

costs, the Board was pleased with the manner in which various parties were included in the 

collaborativa process which brought forth the resolution discussed in section 9.6 of this 

Order: Unfortunately, and for reasons that have not been made elearto the Board, all parties 

to the coUaborative process were not parties to CACIMSOS· and Centra's proposal in respect 

of disposal of the December 31, 1998 balance of the SGS Rural Expansion Deferral ACCCUJII'1It. 

However. notwithstanding the Soaro·s reluctance to accept an agreement achieved among 

only some of the stakeholders, the Board is advised that the proposed agreement does not 

negatively impact the other customer classes. That assurance, together with the likelihood 

that had Centra been able to comply with the Boam's early directive of submitting this 

proposal by August 31. 1998, the treatment of the balance of the deferral account now 

suggested by CACIMSOS may have occurred in any event 

The Board will therefore accept CACIMSOS' amendment to the allocation of expansion costs 

by permitting the contribution in aid of construction to be drawn down by $214.744 to partially 

offset the total deferral account principle balance of $549.445, leaving $334,101 to be 

recovered in rates from the SGS class commencing July 1, 1999. 

The carrying costs allowed on this deferral account are as previously set out in this Order. 

Treatment of the 1999 SOO deferral account relative to expansion costs should be consistent 

with the foregoing and detailed in the revised schedules to be filed by Cantra. 
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1m addition to the positions advanced by Centra and intervenors, the Board h~~ !i~tell1iecl witITI 

great interest to the many presentations and interventions mlated to the proposal ro th~ is~u® 
of replacing the use of System WACOO with Class WACOG. There still awearn ro b® ~ 

great deal of confusion and misunderstanding amongst parties of thh~ oompiiCB1too i~$u®. At 

the last GRA hearing, the Board was not convinced that all impacts and] sffe~ 01 ~~ 

proposed change were fully known and, thus, in Order 19/98. had instructed Centm tiQl furoh@r 

research and explain this matter to interested parties. 

The Board considers this issue to be one of correctly determining the amount of reveUiiU@ 

which Centra received from each of ats customer ciasses. This is not an issue of improp®11' 

cost allocation. The various cost allocation factors and cost allocatioU'b methodology, as 

approved by the Board, properiy allocate actual gas costs to all customer classes. Th~ U1~el 

of System or Class WACOG will not alter this fact. 

As pointed OlJt by Centra, the application of the approved cost allocation methooOlIe»gy ~su!~ 

in the determination Of the correct revenue each customer class must gernsmte ro Ii'SOO\i'~(j 

Centra's overall revenue requirement This required class revenue is generated 019 eithSIi' Bl 

two or three part rate, and each class's rate embeds a different average cost of gss (Class 

WACOG). The assumption that each customer class actually contributes an amount equal to 

actual volumes multiplied by the System WACOG completely ignores the actual BlMOUJi1t of 

revenue each class had generated by virtue of the rate structure, which incorporates Class 

WACOO. 

The Beard also notes that it is primarily the methodology, not the size of the PGVA b2iaU'lcs, 

that results in the inconSistency of class revenue detennination. The B021rd agrees that 

conSistency and faimess dictate that the actual funds generated by each class must be 

determined by using Class WACOG, and will therefore approve its use in calculation o~ class 

responsibility for deferral account balances. 
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The Board is, however, concerned about the impact of this change 00 HVF, Mainline and 

Interruptible Customer Classes, especially the Interruptible Class. The majority of customers 

in these clas$es are either commerdatentel'prises, industrial plants, govemment agencies, 

or institutional facilities. The Board recognizes that the impacts wilt cause a financial 

hardship for the commercial and industrial customers, as they were unaware of the large 

increase now being requested when they prepared budgets or estimated project costs. 

Similarly, the situation for govemment agencies and institutional facilities will also create 

significant difficulties, as pointed out by Intervenors and Presenters. 

The Board will accept Centra's proposel to Institute on July 1, 1999 the use of Class WACOG 

for the SGS and lGS customer dasses, as these dasses will see a cost decrease. The 

Board considers it to be proper and fair that these customers receive the benefits 

immediately, even if there is a potential for some cost increase on January 1, 2000 because 

of further gas price increases. 

The Board will also require Centra to implement only the base rates for July 1, 1999, for the 

HVF, Mainline and Interruptible Classes. The Board wilifurther direct Centra to delay the 

implementation of HVF. Mainline and Interruptible Classes Rate Riders, calculated using 

Class WACOG. until April 1, 2000. The rate riders for these customer Classes are to recover 

their respective shares of the various deferral accounts over the 21 month period 

commencing April 1. 2000 and ending December 31, 2001. This will enable affected 

customers to better plan and budget for the impacts which will be moderated by use of a 21 

month recovery period. Any carrying costs for these deferral accounts are to be recorded 

and recovered using Centra short-term borrowing rates for each of 1999. 2000 and 2001. 

The Board also notes that, because of the different respective demand allocation factors 

Centra uses for its customer classes, the Interruptible Customer is in a "preferentiar class. 

The Interruptible Class had relatively fewer demand costs allocated to it in recognition of the 

value of this class to Centra and to Centra's other customer classes. The Board will. 
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however, require Centra to fully investigate the current gas purchase errwironmm~, ~M th® 

nature of its gas supply portfolio to determine if the Interruptible Clas~ represen~ ® gm~~er 

value to Centra and the other customer classes than was determined un 1996, wh~i"U th® 

wnrent cost allocation methodology was accepted by the Board. The Boarro'J wm ~~ct ~i~ 

issue to be discussed in a report to be filed at either the next GRA or ii"U tOm@ ~@ fdh~~ ~0'\1f 

changes can be in place for the January 1. 2000 ratas. 

9.9.1 interim SoOution for Disposal of PGVA Balances 

Rate stability is a prindple that the Boarrdl considers when it is askeQ'l to charngs ~ie$. D@ 

avoid continuous monthly rate changes tine PGVA mechanism has been sstablu$U100. 1ft 

recent years, and! with variable indexed gas pricing. large balances have acclUmuiatoo in thi~ 

deferral account This in tum has led to significant rate changes to recover 01J" ff)}fulndl thO$® 

balances. The Board has requested Centra examine options and make rsroMmelT'8dJ~ijcm~ 

for the disposition of PGVA balances. 

The Board appreciates Centra's attempt to resolve the matter of the PGVA dispOSition, which 

has concerned the Board for several years. The Board also recognizes that tins ~rm~fI1®rnt 

solution to this issue is dependent on several factors, including the Application 101" approv~1 or 
a tanH for the Westem Transportation Service offering which has been fiisd with the Bo~rn. 

Therefore, the proposed interim solution will, at best, only be applicable for thres o~ four 

months. Centra's interim proposal advanced in this Application, is to file an ffnwriM e}{~pC1rt® 

applie&tion for rate changes, when the projected year end balance in the PGVA is 9rn~tsr 

than $5 million. Any Interim ex-parte orders issued by the Board would be further examineo'l 

by any interested party at a subsequent gas cost hearing where Centra would seek to flnC\Ii~~ 

such orders. 
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The Board will agree to the threshold of a PGVA balance of $5,000.000, but will not approve 

the request to deal with the matter on an interim eXo part8 basis. Should the PGVA balance 

exceed the threshold amount, the Board will require Centra to file an application for 

disposition of the balance, and the Board will, at that time. determine the type of regulatory 

process to be fOllowed in respect of that application. 

Th~ Board will also expect Centra to propose a penn anent solution and to discuss this 

solution during the Western Transportation Services hearing expected to be held in the near 

future. 

9.9.2 Demand Levels for Firm and Interruptible Customers 

In response to the concems by Aceucheek, the Board will require Centra to prepare a report 

to address the different methods used for determining the demand levels for Firm and for 

Interruptible Customers. The Board will expect this report to deal with the rationale for the 

use of the two methods, any proposals to USe a single method, including advantages and 

disadvantages, and the impact on rates and costs of the current system, and any proposed 

changes to the current system. The Board will direct this report to be filed by no later than 

August 31, 1999. 

9.9.3 final Approval of Order 165198 

Board Order 104/98 established rates following the GRA Order 19/98 and the follow up Order 

103/98. The rates were to expire December 31 , 1998, but pending a gas cost hearing which 

was filed in the form of this Application, Centra requested those rates continue. In Order 

165/98. the Board approved on an interim ex·parte basis the continuation of the rates 

approved in Order 104198. In this Application. Centra is requesting confirmation and 

finalization of Order 165/98. 
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Because the amount collected from varioUls customer classes since Jarnila1i1f ~. 1 ~~ \MIB b~ 

taken into account in the calculation of the rates to be effective July 1, 1999. ~~ B~~ro wm 
approve. on a finai basis, Order 165198. 
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1. The actual 1998 cost of gas including 1998 Capacity Management Revenue, as filed, 

BE AND IS HEREBY APPROVED. 

2. The residual balance of 1991 Deferral Accounts, the balance of the 1998 PGVA, 1998 

Heat Value Deferral Account and 1998 Rate Change Deferral Accounts, including 

carrying costs calculated in 1998, at Centra's overall rate of retum of 8.893%, BE 

AND ARE HEREBY APPROVED. 

3. The incremental 1998 Price Management losses as applied for by Centra to be 

recovered through consumer rates, together with carrying costs for 1998 and 1999, 

calculated at Centra's annual short term borrowing rate, BE AND ARE HEREBY 

APPROVED. 

4. Until December 31, 1999 carrying costs, calculated at Centra's overall rate of return 

of 8.893%, on 1998 price management results that were previously approved by the 

Board in Order 19198, BE AND ARE HEREBY APPROVED. 

5. Carrying costs on all other deferral accounts for 1999 calculated at Centra's 

forecasted short term borrowing rate of 5.35%, BE AND ARE HERESY APPROVED. 

6. The estimated 1999 gas cost of $220,296,128, incorporating an average annual 

Western Canadian supply unit price of $2.74/Gj, BEANO IS HEREBY APPROVED. 

7. The estimated 1999 Capacity Management Revenue of $1,000,000 to be 

incorporated into 1999 and 2000 rates, BE AND IS HEREBY APPROVED. 
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8. Centrals proposal for the additional amOirtization of contributions in aJiol ~f OOfiswdi@1n 

tOi offset rever\ue deficiencies/sufficiencies for individual dasses of customern 2l~ ~ 

result @f expansions, together with the requirement of a "true-up" repofi ~~~rr M 

expansion project is substantially complete, BE AND IS HEREBY APPROVED. 

9. The 1998 actual and the 1999 estimated SGS Rural Expansion DeWi11l\~ Acoo~fi1~ 

balances including all carrying costs, calculated at Centra's fOIl'SC2St shoii m~ 

borrowing rate of 5.35%, to be recovered in accordance with the meij'\ooJoio~~ 

contained in this Order, aE AND ARE HEREBY APPROVED. 

10. Centra file a report respecting the. impacts OIf the change in amOl!lii::eatiolll @f 

contributions in aid of construction by the end of the year 2004. 

11. The use of Class WACOG for calculating deferral account balances, BE AND IS 

HEREBY APPROVED subject to phasing in the impact for Hig)1r'b Volume Fimil. 

Mainline and Interruptible customers as directed by the Board .. 

12. Centra revise and refile all applicable schedules, including the monthly 21!ocation of 

1997 and 1998 allowed price management results and carrying) costs, rats impact 

tables and rate schedules to be effective July 1, 1999, to reflect the adjustments and 

directions of the Board as contained in this Order. 

13. Centra·srequest to file an Application seeking disposition of the PGVA whien ins 

forecast balance exceeds $5 million BE AND IS HEREBY APPROVED. 

14. Centra file a report dealing with the determination of demand levels for firm and faIT' 

interruptible customers by no later than August 31, 1999. 
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Centra immediately request proposals for outsourcing its portfolio supply and release 

and resale of excess capacity and make a formal recommendation to the Board on 

this matiere by no tater than August 31. 1999. 

16. Order 165198 BE AND IS HEREBY CONFIRMED AS FINAl. 

"H. M. SINGH" 

Acting Secretary 

THE PUBLIC UTIU11ES BOARD 

"G. D. FORREST" 

Chairman 

Certified a true copy of 
Order No. 118199 issued by 
The Public Utilities Board 

~J CtinQSecretl( 




